
F l a t  F r e e 
cellular rubber tire

hand trucks, carts, 
trolleys, pivot 

wheels, transport 
trolleys, pedal cars

tires for industrial 
equipment, 

production lines and 
conveyors

support wheels for 
wheelchairs and 
walkers, electric 

moped and scooter 
wheels

support wheels for 
ride-on lawnmovers, 

agricultural machinery 
and their tools

OUTER TIRE
Almost any pneumatic tire of 
sufficient quality can be chosen as 
Flexel’s outer tire.

Maintenance free

Retains its shape in all conditions

Withstands freezing temperatures

Manufactured in Finland

CELLULAR RUBBER INFILL
The cellular rubber infill is 
manufactured in-house at Sastamala 
Finland, and its flexibility is adjusted by 
the quality of the rubber and kinematic 
viscosity.

FLEXEL BEAD ASSEMBLY 
Flexel’s bead is tailored according 
to the width of the rim.
Typically, the bead is shaped to be 
1-10 mm wider than the inner rim 
diameter, depending on the size 
and desired hardness of the tire.

FLEXEL STRUCTURE

The Flexel tire can be  
used to replace almost  

any pneumatic tire, which 
has a size of up to  

5.00-8



FLEXEL WHEELS

FOR YOUR OWN RIM OR A READY-MADE PACKAGE?

WHEN ORDERING A TIRE FOR YOUR OWN RIM

The Flexel tire can be made to fit directly on your own rim, or we can 
deliver the entire Flexel wheel together with its rim. We have a good 
selection of rims suitable for various equipment and small machinery.

The Flexel tire requires a 2-piece (split) rim
The Flexel tire can only be fitted on a one-piece rim if the tire is made 
directly on the rim. In this case, the rims must be delivered to us for 
fitting.
Provide the inner width of the rim well
The width of rims varies a lot between different equipment and 
manufacturers. In order for the bead of the Flexel tire to be 
correct, we must know the inner width of the rim well. Measuring the rim well
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e l i v e r i e s

Many Flexel tires and  
wheels are available directly 

from our warehouse.

Tailored Flexel tires are 
delivered to our customers, 
on average, within 4-7 days 

after placing an order

International sales and 
customer service

+358 103 373 421
kuutti@tradotim.fi

More information  
online
www.tradotim.fi
webshop.tradotim.fi

Professional tire solutions for small machinery since 1993

Uolevi Kuutti
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